GENERAL INFORMATION COVER SHEET

INSPECTION CODE  E02  EVENT NO. 4/18/92

COMPANY NAME  Performance Coal Co

MINE NAME  Upper Big Branch South

MINE I.D. NUMBER  46534536

DATE(S) OF MINE FILE REVIEW  07-01-98

D STATUS  C  CITATION/ORDER NO.  DATE

DATES OF INSPECTION: began 0X-20-98  completed 0X-20-98

PRE-INSPECTION CONFERENCE DATE  0X-20-98

COMPANY REPRESENTATIVE(S)  James Allison

MINERS REPRESENTATIVE(S)

POST-INSPECTION CONFERENCE DATE  0X-20-98

COMPANY REPRESENTATIVE(S)  Gary May

MINERS REPRESENTATIVE(S)

COMMENTS: 103(1) Sept 15 Day Section And
          adjacent areas


INSPECTOR INITIAL  SUPERVISOR D & I  0R 8-26-08
DAILY COVER SHEET

DATE 08-31-08  EVENT NO. 9118242
ARRIVED AT THE MINE 08:30  DEPARTED FROM THE MINE 18:00
LIST RECORD BOOKS CHECKED  PRE-SHIFT RECORDS

ACCOMPANIED BY:  COMPANY REP.  Gary May

MINERS REP.

AREAS OF INSPECTION ACTIVITY:

Traveled to Performance Coles C1B
16-08436 Ed2 Inspection 103(c) 15-047 Spot

Upon Arrival I informed Farm Wallace
Supt that I was there to do a 103(c) spot

Check record books

Traveled to N1 Section, Check, Area(s)
C14 0 01-20-B

Entry, Times, Date of pre-shift and
pre-shift examiners observed or from mine

Section is wet

PAGE NO 1  INSPECTOR INITIAL [REDACTED]  SUPERVISOR D&Ak R 8-26-08
DATE Aug 24, 2008
Trailed Return from Section to the Surface
Old No. Section Functions

City: O.O., 02-20x-

INSP. INITIALS  SUPV. D&I  F.R-26-08  PAGE NO. 2
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